One goal of MRI is to determine the myelin water fraction in neural tissue. One approach is to measure the reduction in T 2 * arising from microscopic perturbations in the magnetic field caused by heterogeneities in the magnetic susceptibility of myelin. In this paper, analytic expressions for the induced magnetic field distribution are derived within and around an axon, assuming that the myelin susceptibility is anisotropic. Previous models considered the susceptibility to be piecewise continuous, whereas this model considers a sinusoidally varying susceptibility. Many conclusions are common in both models. When the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the axon, the magnetic field in the intraaxonal space is uniformly perturbed, the magnetic field in the myelin sheath oscillates between the lipid and water layers, and the magnetic field in the extracellular space just outside the myelin sheath is heterogeneous. These field heterogeneities cause the spins to dephase, shortening T 2 *. When the magnetic field is applied along the axon, the field is homogeneous within water-filled regions, including between lipid layers. Therefore the spins do not dephase and the magnetic susceptibility has no effect on T 2 *. Generally, the response of an axon is given as the superposition of these two contributions. The sinusoidal model uses a different set of approximations compared with the piecewise model, so their common predictions indicate that the models are not too sensitive to the details of the myelin-water distribution. Other predictions, such as the sensitivity to water diffusion between myelin and water layers, may highlight differences between the two approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic resonance imaging has been used to monitor the fraction of water trapped between myelin layers of neural tissue (1) (2) (3) (4) . This technique has been applied to diagnose diseases such as multiple sclerosis (5) , spinal cord injury (6) , and autism (7) , and to study brain development (8, 9) . Typically, multicomponent analysis predicts the distribution of T 1 , T 2 , and T 2 * in different water pools. Free water has a relatively long T 2 *, and myelin water trapped between layers of the myelin sheath has a relatively short T 2 *. The relative fraction of water within the myelin indicates the degree of myelination and integrity of the axons and possibly could serve as an imaging biomarker to assess normal and abnormal development, dysmyelination, or demyelination.
One hypothesis is that T 2 * relaxation arises from microscopic perturbations in the magnetic field, causing spins to dephase. A heterogeneous distribution of magnetic susceptibility could cause such perturbations. Interest in magnetic susceptibility imaging is growing (10, 11) , and it is now an important contrast mechanism in magnetic resonance imaging (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) , particularly for studying the white matter in the brain (15, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) .
To determine the magnetic field caused by a heterogeneous susceptibility distribution in and around an axon, we must solve a partial differential equation obtained from the static limit of Maxwell's equations. Previously, we analyzed this problem for isotropic myelin susceptibility (27) . In this paper, we extend the analysis in Reference 27 to consider anisotropic myelin susceptibility (18) . We calculate the resulting induced magnetic field distribution and estimate how this field will affect T 2 *, including the prediction of its orientational dependence.
Our model assumes a sinusoidal oscillation of the magnetic susceptibility within the myelin sheath. Previous models have assumed a piecewise constant oscillation (21) . We believe that having two models for this system is valuable, because by comparing results we gain insight into which aspects of the model are robust to assumptions about the details of the myelin microstructure. One advantage of our model is that, although the physical model is approximate, the equations governing the magnetic field distribution can be solved analytically, yielding a closed-form solution.
MODEL
We model an axon as an infinitely long, straight cylinder and indicate position with cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z). The core of the cylinder r < a represents the intracellular space (mostly water) with magnetic permeability μ 0 .
1 Outside the cylinder, r > b, is the surrounding extracellular space, also with permeability μ 0 . The myelin sheath, a < r < b, consists of alternating layers of myelin and water. We represent this structure by an oscillating magnetic permeability
where μ r is the permeability of the myelin in the radial (r) direction (along the fatty acid chains in the lipid molecules), μ θ,z is the permeability of the myelin in the θ and z directions (perpendicular to the fatty acid chains), and k is the spatial frequency corresponding to the individual layers of myelin making up the sheath. The myelin corresponds to cos(k(r À a)) = À1, so χ is the magnetic susceptibility of the myelin in the radial direction, and w is a measure of its anisotropy (w = 1 corresponds to isotropy). The aqueous space between myelin layers corresponds to cos(k(r À a)) = 1, so its permeability is isotropic and equal to that of the intracellular and extracellular spaces. The permeability is continuous at r = b if we require that k(b À a) = 2πn, where n is the number of layers of myelin. The susceptibility χ is a dimensionless number with a magnitude of about 10 À5 in biological tissue. Most biological tissues are diamagnetic, so χ is negative. In lipids, the susceptibility is larger in magnitude along the fatty acid chains than across them (21, 28) , implying that in our model w is less than unity. No free current is present, so the curl of the magnetic H-field is zero, ∇ × H = 0, and we can write H in terms of a scalar magnetic potential, H = À ∇Φ (29) . The magnetic field, B, is related to H by B r = μ r H r , B θ = μ θ H θ , and B z = μ z H z . Because the magnetic field has zero divergence (∇ Á B = 0) and the permeability varies only in the r direction, the differential equation we solve is
Assuming that the magnetic field does not change in the z direction along the axon's axis, Eq. [3] simplifies to
Our goal is to find the Φ that obeys Eq. [4] and results in a magnetic field that is continuous, implying that Φ and its radial derivative should be continuous at r = a and b. B should be equal to the magnetic field B 0 in the surrounding extracellular space when r ≫ b.
RESULTS

Case 1. The applied magnetic field is perpendicular to the axon
If the magnetic field is applied in the x-direction (B 0 = B 0 i), then far from the axon Φ approaches À Bo μ o r cosθ. To find an analytical solution, we assume that the scalar magnetic potential has the form
We then insert Eqs. [1] , [2] , and [5] into Eq. [4] , ignoring terms in χ 2 (which will be small), and find
in the myelin (a < r < b) and
The functions Si(x) and Ci(x) are the sine and cosine integrals (30) [10] which obey
To determine the constants A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , and A 4 , we require that g(r) and dg(r)/dr are continuous at r = a and b
1
Although we assign the water-filled intracellular and extracellular spaces a permeability of μ 0 (zero susceptibility), this is not a limitation of the model. We could instead assign water any permeability and then take the susceptibility χ in our model to be the difference between the water and myelin susceptibilities, and we would obtain the same result.
[13]
If w = 1, the myelin is isotropic and the solution matches the one we derived previously for the isotropic susceptibility case (27) . The magnetic field B x parallel to B 0 (in the x direction) is the important quantity for determining the influence on T 2 *, because B x influences the spin precession frequency. Often the perturbation of the magnetic field is expressed as E = (B x -B 0 )/B 0 , which is the same as the fractional shift of the Larmor frequency in the MR signal (18) . The fractional frequency shift is
Inside the axon (r < a) the frequency shift is uniform, but it is not zero as it was for the isotropic case (27) . If there are many layers of myelin (n ≫ 1), so that the spacing between adjacent myelin layers is smaller than any other distance scales in the problem, À Á . The factor cos(2θ) implies that the frequency shift varies depending on the myelin orientation with respect to B 0 . In the myelin sheath (a < r < b) the frequency shift oscillates between the myelin and water layers. In the limit of many layers, the frequency shift becomes
In the water-filled spaces between myelin layers we can set cos[k(r À a)] = 1, and Eq. [19] reduces to
The factor of cos(2θ) implies that the frequency shift is different along the applied magnetic field (θ = 0, 180°) and perpendicular to it (θ = 90°, 270°). The structure of the myelin domain also influences the magnetic field outside the axon. Near the outer surface of the axon, the magnetic field heterogeneity is as large as in the myelin. Figure 1 (a) shows the magnetic field as a function of position within and surrounding the axon, for the case of isotropic susceptibility (w = 1). The applied magnetic field is horizontal, and the plot is of (B x À B 0 )/(B 0 χ). The magnetic field oscillations are most apparent where the myelin layers run parallel to the applied magnetic field (90°and 270°), and the oscillations disappear where the myelin layers lie perpendicular to it (0°and 180°). The white stripes (where the magnetic field is largest) correspond to layers of myelin, whereas the dark stripes (where the magnetic field is smaller) correspond to water between myelin layers. If just water protons are imaged, the heterogeneity is somewhat less dramatic than it appears visually in Figure 1 because we assume that there is no water in the regions corresponding to the lipid layers.
The calculation in Figure 1 uses an inner radius of a = 0.250 μm and an outer radius of b = 0.362 μm, typical of white matter (31) . If the myelin repeat distance is 0.016 μm, this results in n = 7. This value of n is smaller than in our previous publication (27) , which was more appropriate for a large peripheral nerve. Figure 1 (b), (c) shows (B x À B 0 )/(B 0 χ) for the cases of w = 0.9 and w = 1.1, corresponding to anisotropic myelin susceptibility. When the magnitude of the susceptibility is higher in the r direction, w is less than unity ( Fig. 1(b) ); when it is higher in the θ and z directions, w is greater than unity (Fig. 1(c) ). The spatial distribution is similar (but not identical) in all three figures. The effect is larger for larger values of w. The case of w = 0.9 ( Fig. 1(b) ) is most biologically relevant. This figure in fact exaggerates the influence of tissue anisotropy. If the magnitude of the susceptibility is of the order of 10 × 10 À6 and the magnitude of the difference between the myelin susceptibility in the two directions is about 0. B 0 , where μ z is equal to μ 0 inside and outside the axon, and is given by Eq. [2] in the myelin. Therefore, the magnetic field varies throughout the myelin sheath, but in the regions of water between myelin layers (cos(k(r À a)) ≈ 1) the magnetic field is simply the applied field B 0 , implying that the fractional frequency shift is zero and the myelin susceptibility should not contribute to T 2 * (13).
DISCUSSION
We calculate the magnetic field in and around a myelinated axon in the presence of an applied magnetic field, accounting for the anisotropic magnetic susceptibility of the myelin, and find an analytical solution that predicts how the magnetic field depends on the model parameters. When the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the axon, (1) the magnetic field in the intracellular space is influenced by the myelin when the myelin is anisotropic; (2) the magnetic field in the myelin sheath oscillates between the lipid and water layers; and in the water layer the magnetic field is heterogeneous; and (3) the magnetic field in the extracellular space outside the myelin sheath (r > b) is heterogeneous. In all regions, the heterogeneous distribution of Larmor frequencies causes the spins to dephase, shortening T 2 *. If the magnetic field is along the axon, the magnetic field is homogeneous within waterfilled regions, the spins do not dephase, and the magnetic susceptibility has no effect on T 2 *. Figure 1 shows a significant heterogeneity of the magnetic field, but the plots for different values of w are similar to each other. This result suggests that the underlying myelin structure is the primary source of heterogeneity leading to changes in T 2 *, and that the myelin anisotropy contribution is relatively small. In addition, our results indicate that the magnetic field is heterogeneous in both the myelin-water layers and the extracellular space. Because the total amount of water in the extracellular space should be much larger than the amount of myelin water (because there are no lipids there taking up much of the volume), the T 2 * value may be determined as much by water outside surrounding the axon as it is by water trapped between myelin layers.
If water can diffuse into the myelin, it will sense a different magnetic field than in the region between myelin layers, and will therefore experience a larger frequency shift (21, 32 ). This effect is present both when the axon is perpendicular to the applied magnetic field and when the axon is parallel to the magnetic field. It is also present if protons in the lipids rather than in water are imaged.
In general a magnetic field B 0 applied at an angle α with respect to the z axis can be decomposed into a component parallel to the axon, B 0 cosα, and a component perpendicular to the axon, B 0 sinα. The perturbation of the magnetic field experienced by the water will be zero parallel to the axon and will be proportional to B 0 sinα perpendicular to the axon. When this perturbation is projected onto the direction of the applied magnetic field and then divided by B 0 , the result is the fractional Larmor frequency shift given in Eqs [16] - [18] multiplied by sin 2 α. This argument for the sin 2 α dependence is very general, and does not depend on our particular myelin model. It applies to models with other myelin distributions as well, such as that in Reference 21. Note that θ and α are very different quantities: θ is the microscopic directional dependence of the Larmor shift that would be averaged over in an MR signal from a voxel containing many axons, while α is the macroscopic angle between the magnetic field and the local axonal fiber axis.
One interesting conclusion of our model is that "anisotropy" arises from two sources. The cylindrical shape of the axons implies that the effect of the myelin susceptibility is different for a magnetic field along or across the axon (the sin 2 α dependence). Therefore, the T 2 * value should depend on the direction of the magnetic field. This effect is present even when the susceptibility is isotropic (w = 1). The anisotropy of the myelin itself affects the magnitude of the perturbation, but it does not affect the sin 2 α dependence on the direction of the applied field. In other words, myelin anisotropy is very different from anisotropy arising from the structure of axons, and one must be careful to differentiate between various meanings of the term (21) .
Our results indicate a marked oscillation in the frequency shift experienced in the myelin. The use of a uniform susceptibility for the entire myelin sheath results in an average magnetic field within the sheath, but ignores the heterogeneity within the myelin where the water between myelin layers experiences a different magnetic field than the lipids within the myelin. The oscillating nature of the susceptibility distribution is crucial for predicting the heterogeneity.
We model the permeability of the myelin as a sinusoidal function. Sukstanskii and Yablonskiy represented it as a piecewise constant function (21) . The two analyses provide similar results: the intracellular frequency shift is non-zero only if the myelin is anisotropic, the extracellular frequency shift varies as cos(2θ)/r 2 , and the expressions for the frequency shift in the water between myelin layers have similar, although not identical, forms. It is not obvious to us which approximation is closer to reality: a piecewise constant permeability or a sinusoidal one. Electron density curves from x-ray diffraction studies (see Fig. 4 -3 in Reference 33) suggest that the structure of myelin is intermediate between these two extremes. Having both solutions implies that those results the two models have in common are more likely to be independent of the details of the permeability distribution. Their expressions require either taking sums over the n layers of myelin or replacing those sums as integrals (a reasonable but not exact approximation). Our expressions are a closed-form analytical solution of our model correct to first order in the small parameter χ that contain no sums, but do contain the relatively unfamiliar sine and cosine integral functions. Both models highlight the difference between the anisotropy of the lipids layers and the "anisotropy" arising from the cylindrical microstructure of the axons.
In a subsequent publication (34), Yablonskiy and Sukstanskii extended their model to account for diffusion of water between myelin and intermyelin layers. In this case, there is a significant difference between our model and theirs. Because our model postulates a continuous sinusoidal permeability distribution, the predicted frequency shift will change continuously between myelin and water, as opposed to the discontinuous jump when going from myelin to water in the piecewise continuous model by Yablonskiy and Sukstanskii. This means that water cannot experience a dramatically different frequency shift by diffusing only a very small distance from a pure water pool to a pure lipid environment (their "hip-hop" mechanism (34)). For a significant effect, water would need to diffuse a significant fraction of the thickness of one myelin layer.
Our model is based on several assumptions.
• We consider only a single axon, but a nerve bundle or fascicle typically consists of many axons. A more detailed study is needed to predict the magnetic field perturbation in and around a closely spaced pack of axons, accounting for interactions between and among them.
• Our solution includes only terms first order in χ; we neglect terms proportional to χ 2 or higher powers. Because |χ| is of the order of 10 À5 , this approximation should be very accurate.
• We assume that water layers between the myelin correspond to cos(k(r À a)) = 1. However, the aqueous region extends over regions where the cosine has values less than unity. To completely characterize the effect of the heterogeneity, one should integrate over the water-filled region.
• We calculate the macroscopic magnetic field, but to determine the microscopic field that individual spins experience we need to apply the Lorentz sphere (21, 35) . However, when we calculate the frequency shift relative to the frequency at a large radius in the extracellular space, E, the Lorentz sphere correction will -at least to first order in χ -cancel out in the intracellular space, in the extracellular space, and in the water layers corresponding to cos(k(r À a)) ≈ 1. Only when one uses our model to obtain the frequency shift within the myelin lipid layers, cos(k(r À a)) ≈ À 1, will the Lorentz sphere correction be required to obtain the correct frequency shift, but in that case we assume that there is no water to image.
• We assume that the susceptibility oscillates sinusoidally across the myelin sheath. Our assumption of a sinusoidal dependence can be thought of as the first term in a Fourier series representation of the susceptibility distribution, and we expect that it captures the first-order behavior resulting from a spatially oscillating susceptibility. Details such as unequal widths of the lipid and water layers in myelin (21), or alternating thick and thin layers (33) , would require higher-order terms in the Fourier series.
• We assume that the axon is long and straight, has a circular cross-section, and does not undulate, splay, twist, or bend. We believe that this is a good approximation over short distances. There are also nodes of Ranvier punctuating long lengths of myelin insulation in these axons. Those nodes should have a negligible effect on the microscopic variation of the magnetic field because they appear rarely: approximately once every 100 axon diameters (36) . Homogenization methods could be used to account for the nodes, using techniques such as those proposed by Burridge and Keller (37) , and used by Basser (38) in a composite model of myelinated axons.
• We assume that the magnetic susceptibility is anisotropic, with different values parallel to the fatty acid chains in the lipids and perpendicular to them (18, 20, 21 ).
• Finally, we ignore other factors that may contribute to signal heterogeneity, such as water existing within the lipid layers, the contribution of protons in the lipids themselves, the chemical shift, perturbations caused by blood vessels, differences in diffusion, the chemical exchange of protons between water and macromolecules, etc. Diffusion may be a particularly important issue, as the magnetic field in the myelin is heterogeneous over small length scales, where diffusion may occur rapidly, and over distances that are short considering the diffusion time of these experiments (21) . A crucial question is if myelin susceptibility contributes more or less than these other factors to a reduction in T 2 *.
Our results (and those in Reference 21) predict that the magnetic field heterogeneity will be different depending on the angle α between the magnetic field and the long axis of the nerve fiber. It will be zero when α = 0 and greatest when α = 90°, and this heterogeneity should vary as sin(2α). These results are consistent with experimental data (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . However, even though our model includes myelin anisotropy, it does not predict a sin(4α) contribution to the angular dependence of the magnetic field heterogeneity, which is consistent with Reference 26 but inconsistent with References 23 and 25. Note, however, that under some conditions the relaxation time constant may depend on the square of the magnetic field heterogeneity, implying the possibility that T 2 * could have a sin(4α) component (39) .
Detailed experimental confirmation of this model will be difficult, because the heterogeneity of the magnetic field occurs over distances that are small compared with the voxel size used in MRI. One option would be to build a phantom scaled up by perhaps a factor of 1000 or more. With such a model we could resolve a heterogeneous frequency shift from susceptibility differences, but other phenomena such as diffusion effects may not scale properly.
This work hints at the enormous complexity of modeling the magnetic resonance signal arising within and around white matter pathways in the central nervous system (CNS) or nerve tracts in the peripheral nervous system (PNS). A key challenge is not just incorporating composition, material properties, morphology, and heterogeneous and anisotropic susceptibility per se, but incorporating them at the relevant length scales (40) . White matter has a fractal-like structure consisting of bundles of microtubules and neurofilaments within the intraaxonal space at nanometer length scales surrounded by a lipid membrane and concentric myelin-water layers whose anisotropy appears to arise from the molecular arrangement of radially oriented long chain fatty acids -from both their terminal amine group and the alkanes themselves. At coarser length scales, individual axons form packs, these packs form fascicles, and these fascicles are bundled together to form white matter pathways in the CNS or nerve bundles in the PNS at a centimeter length scale. Capturing the salient magnetic field perturbations caused by composition, morphology, heterogeneity, and anisotropy at length scales spanning more than eight orders of magnitude, ranging from molecule to organ dimensions, presents a profound conceptual challenge. Even modeling the magnetic resonance signal at the cubic millimeter voxel length scale is an extremely complex task. Moreover, the measured MRI phase used to infer features of magnetic susceptibility is itself subject to experimental artifacts, such as RF and physiological noise, small-and large-scale motion, and image distortion, to name a few. Taken together, the use of acquired MRI phase signals to infer specific features of axons or nerves using susceptibility effects is a complicated and potentially ill-posed inverse problem.
